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Does Diversity Drive Down Trust?
Summary
Some researchers claim that diverse populations lead to less trust. Generalized trust is a
core value that leads to positive outcomes in societies--from greater tolerance of
minority groups and immigrants and willingness to do good deeds, to less corruption,
more social welfare and education spending, more open markets, and better functioning
government. Generalized trust fundamentally rests upon a foundation of respect for
diversity, but at the same time arguing that societies have a common culture. It is the
idea that people have a shared fate. Generalized trust rests upon a foundation of
economic equality. Yet some claim that diversity leads to less trust rather than more
trust. Trusting people who are different from yourself is atypical of most people, they
claim. I dispute this--arguing that generalized trust is largely unrelated to population
diversity. It is not diversity that matters--it is how populations are distributed. I show
that trust is lower not in diverse societies, but rather in societies with large minority
groups that are segregated from the majority groups. Minority residential segregation
leads to less trust because it leads to less interaction across different groups in society-and leads minorities to associate only with each other, to form their own political
organizations, and to see their fate as less dependent upon majority groups. I then
discuss how economic inequality and the rule of law shape the relationship between
trust and minority residential segregation.
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Uslaner, “Does Diversity Drive Down Trust?” (1)
A bond of trust lets us put greater confidence in other people’s promises that they mean
what they say when they promise to cooperate. The “standard” account of trust presumes that
trust depends on information and experience. Offe (1999) states: “Trust in persons results from
past experience with concrete persons.” If Jane trusts Bill to keep his word and if Bill trusts Jane
to keep her word, they can reach an agreement to cooperate and thus make both of them better
off.
If Jane and Bill did not know each other, they would have no basis for trusting each other.
Moreover, a single encounter will not suffice to develop trust. Even when they get to know each
other better, their mutual trust will be limited to what they know about each other. Jane and Bill
may feel comfortable loaning each other a modest amount of money. But Bill won’t trust Jane to
paint his house and Jane will not trust Bill to repair her roof–since neither has any knowledge of
the others’ talents in this area (Hardin, 1992, 154; Coleman, 1990, 109; Misztal, 1996, 121ff.).
The decision to trust another person is essentially strategic. Strategic (or knowledgebased) trust presupposes risk (Misztal, 1996, 18; Seligman, 1997, 63). Jane is at risk if she does
not know whether Bill will pay her back. Trust helps us solve collective action problems by
reducing transaction costs–the price of gaining the requisite information that Bill and Jane need
to place confidence in each other (Putnam, 1993, 172; Offe, 1996, 27). It is a recipe for telling us
when we can tell whether other people are trustworthy.
Beyond the strategic view of trust is another perspective. Moralistic trust is a moral
commandment to treat people as if they were trustworthy. The central idea behind moralistic
trust is the belief that most people share your fundamental moral values (cf. Fukuyama, 1995,
153). Moralistic trust is based upon “some sort of belief in the goodwill of the other” (Seligman,
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1997, 43; cf. Mansbridge, 1999; Yamigishi and Yamigishi, 1994, 131).
Strategic trust cannot answer why people get involved in their communities. The linkage
with moralistic trust is much more straightforward. Strategic trust can only lead to cooperation
among people you have gotten to know, so it can only resolve problems of trust among small
numbers of people. We need moralistic trust to get to civic engagement. Yet moralistic trust
seems to be the exception rather than the rule. We are more predisposed to trust people like
ourselves than people who may be different from ourselves. Social identity theory stresses that
each of us has one or more identities by which we define ourselves–and an overarching
identification with “most people” seems counterintuitive. Contact theory suggests that we can
overcome the “straightjacket” of in-group trust by getting to know people of different
backgrounds–and thus learning to trust them. Yet, contact with people of different backgrounds
may itself be an illusory goal. Diversity, some (Alesina and LaFerrara, 2000, 2002) argue, may
draw people away from the very sort of contact that might build generalized trust.
Does diversity drive down trust? Why is generalized trust the exception rather than the
rule and is there hope that contact with people of different backgrounds might lead to more
generalized trust? In the analyses to follow, I show that diversity per se does not drive down
trust. The models that predict a simple linkage between diversity and trust are too naive and
have little empirical support. Instead, the relationship between diversity and trust is highly
dependent upon context. In some cases, diversity mixed with frequent contact among equals can
enhance trust (Forbes, 1997, 19). But diversity can also drive people apart–when people feel
threatened by minority groups. Most critically, diversity can drive down trust when there is little
opportunity for contact between groups–as where the minority group is geographically segregated
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from the majority. Geographic segregation breeds high in-group trust and low generalized trust,
and boosts the power of politicians who use ethnic appeals. Segregated groups also have fewer
resources than majority groups. Segregation and ethnic appeals are prime conditions for
corruption, which in turn leads to less trust. So we have the makings of a vicious cycle of ethnic
segregation, inequality, low trust, corruption, and continuing low trust in the majority. Isolation
of a group within a diverse society, not diversity per se, seems to be the biggest threat to trust.
The Varieties of Trust
Moralistic trust is a value that rests on an optimistic view of the world and one’s ability to
control it. Moralistic trust is not a relationship between specific persons for a particular context.
If the grammar of strategic trust is “A trusts B to do X” (Hardin, 1992, 154), the etymology of
moralistic trust is simply “A trusts.”1
Strategic trust reflects our expectations about how people will behave. Moralistic trust is
a statement about how people should behave. People ought to trust each other. The Golden
Rule (which is the foundation of moralistic trust) does not demand that you do unto others as
they do unto you. Instead, you do unto others as you would have them do unto you. The Eighth
Commandment is not “Thou shalt not steal unless somebody takes something from you.” Nor
does it state, “Thou shalt not steal from Bill.” Moral dictates are absolutes (usually with some
exceptions in extreme circumstances).
Strategic trust is not predicated upon a negative view of the world, but rather upon
uncertainty. Levi (1997, 3) argues: “The opposite of trust is not distrust; it is the lack of trust”
(cf. Hardin, 1992, 154). But moralistic trust must have positive feelings at one pole and
negative ones at the other. It would be strange to have a moral code with good juxtaposed
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against undecided.
Beyond the distinction between moralistic and generalized trust is the continuum from
particularized to generalized trust. Generalized trust is the perception that most people are part
of your moral community. Its foundation lies in moralistic trust, but it is not the same thing.2 The
difference between generalized and particularized trust is similar to the distinction Putnam (1993,
93) drew between “bonding” and “bridging” social capital.
Trust matters for the type of civic activities that tap this sentiment of reaching out to
people who are different from ourselves–and to helping them. Where faith in others matters
most is in volunteering and giving to charity. And not just for any type of volunteering or giving
to charity. If I volunteer at my son’s school or give to my house of worship (or other religious
cause), I am strengthening in-group ties. Religious volunteering and giving to charity is the
hallmark of particularized trust. Giving time or money to secular causes, where we are more
likely to help people who are different from ourselves, is the hallmark of generalized trusters
(Uslaner, 2002, ch. 7. Wuthnow, 1999).
Generalized trust matters because it helps connect us to people who are different from
ourselves. Generalized trusters are tolerant of immigrants and minorities and support equal
rights for women and gays. But they are not fuzzy multiculturalists. They believe in a common
core of values and hold that ethnic politicians should not represent only their own kind. Trusting
societies have more effective governments, higher growth rates, less corruption and crime, and
are more likely to redistribute resources from the rich to the poor (LaPorta et al., 1999; Uslaner,
2002, chs.5 and 7).
The Atypicality of Generalized Trust
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We are predisposed to trust our own kind more than out-groups (Brewer, 1979). Messick
and Brewer (1983, 27-28, italics in original) review experiments on cooperation and find that
"members of an in-group tend to perceive other in-group members in generally favorable terms,
particularly as being trustworthy, honest, and cooperative." The Maghribi of Northern Africa
relied on their extended Jewish clan–and other Jews in the Mediterranean area–to establish a
profitable trading network in the twelfth century (Greif, 1993). Models from evolutionary game
theory suggest that favoring people like ourselves is our best strategy (Hamilton, 1964, 21;
Masters, 1989, 169; Trivers, 1971, 48).
Social identity theorists such as Brewer see generalized trust as the exception rather than
the norm. And cross-national data suggest that they are correct. In each of its four waves, the
World Values Survey has asked the generalized trust question: “Generally speaking, do you
believe that most people can be trusted, or can’t you be too careful in dealing with people?” In
each wave, only a minority–and seemingly a shrinking one–trusts fellow citizens. Across 24
countries and regions in 1981, 38.5 percent believed that “most people can be trusted.” with only
the four Nordic nations (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden) having a majority of trusting
respondents. As the number of countries rose to 44 in 1990, the trusting share shrunk to 34.6
percent, with the United States, Canada, and China showing a majority of trusting citizens.3 The
addition of more countries in 1995 led to a decline in the overall trust level to 25.1 percent, with
only Norway, Sweden, and China having a majority of trusting citizens. In 2001, the World
Values Survey had responses to the trust question in 82 countries with 26.9 percent trusters and
majorities in just eight countries.4 Whatever the issues of measurement in specific countries
might be, it is clear that high levels of generalized trust are atypical of most societies. Aside
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from the Nordic countries–and the United States in the 1960s (Uslaner, 2002, chs. 2, 6) and some
selected Western democracies--Canada and the Netherlands–most people throughout the world
seem more disposed to trust their in-groups than people in general.
Trust and Contact
What, then, determines trust? Much of the literature on social capital is based upon the
assumption that people learn to trust each other by interacting with them. Trust, this argument
goes, reflects our experience with other people and when we have positive encounters with some
people, we generalize them to the larger society (Hardin, 1992). Putnam (1993, 90, 180) argues:
“...a dense network of secondary associations both embodies and contributes to effective social
collaboration” and “[e]ffective collaborative institutions require interpersonal skills and trust, but
those skills and that trust are also inculcated and reinforced by organized collaboration.” Later
Putnam (2000, 137) elaborates on this claim: “...people who trust others are all-around good
citizens, and those more engaged in community life are both more trusting and more
trustworthy....the critically disengaged believe themselves to be surrounded by miscreants and
feel less constrained to be honest themselves. The causal arrows among civic involvement,
reciprocity, honesty, and social trust are as tangled as well-tossed spaghetti.”
Rosenblum (1998, 48) argues:
...there is the tendency to adopt a simplistic “transmission belt’ model of civil
society, which says that the beneficial formative effects of association spill over
from one sphere to another....The “transmission belt” model is simplistic as a
general dynamic. It is one thing to say that within face-to-face rotating credit
associations “social networks allow trust to become transitive and spread: trust
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you, because I trust her and she assures me that she trusts you,” and quite another
thing to show that habits of trust cultivated in one social sphere are exhibited in
incongruent groups in separate spheres.
Cohen (1997, 16) adds:
Putnam fails to say just what generalizes the social trust produced within
voluntary associations. How does inter-group trust become trust of strangers
outside the group? Why does the willingness to act together for mutual benefit in
a small group like a choral society translate into willingness to act for the common
good or to become politically engaged at all?...is the interpersonal trust generated
in face-to-face interactions even the same thing as “generalized trust”? I don’t
think so.
In Japan, there is evidence of such a “transmission belt” of trust–from your immediate
family to the school to the workplace–and then, it stops. Particularized trust doesn’t spread to
strangers in Japan; indeed, “when Japanese people are taken out of...settings” where trust has
developed because of personal ties, “they tend often to behave in highly aggressive and
exploitative ways”(Eisenstadt, 2000, 61). Stolle (2000, 233) argues that civic groups amount to
“private social capital,” providing benefits only to members that “are not universal and cannot be
generalized to other settings.”
The “transmission belt” theory of trust does not receive much support from empirical
studies. Uslaner (2002, chs. 4, 5, 7) examines civic engagement and trust in the United States
and finds almost no links between the two. The only types of civic engagement that both depend
upon trust and create more trust in turn are volunteering and giving to charity–but both only
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when such good works connect us to people outside our own in-groups. Most forms of civic
engagement, Uslaner argues, do not lead us to interact, directly or indirectly (as with charity)
with people who are different from ourselves. Rather, we join groups in order to have more
contact with people like ourselves–if not demographically (racial, gender, income) then in terms
of interests (bowling, singing in choral societies, birdwatching, political values, among others).
In short, when we join civic groups–and especially when we have social interactions such as
going on picnics or having dinner parties–we are not likely to encounter people who are different
from ourselves. The entire point of such activities is to bond with people whom we can easily
trust. Stolle’s (1998) survey of group members (and some non-members) in the United States,
Germany, and Sweden asks people how long they have belonged to each type of group. And she
finds that neither the simple fact of group membership nor the length of involvement makes
people more trusting of strangers, but the length of group membership does make people more
trusting of fellow group members.
Not all contact comes from membership in civic associations–or even informal social
contacts. As argued above, a homogenous community may simply reinforce in-group loyalty at
the expense of out-group trust. In a homogenous community, there is less opportunity for people
to interact with people of different backgrounds. But there is hardly unanimity about the
supposed effects of diversity on trust. Some (especially. Marschall and Stolle, 2004) argue that
diversity promotes trust by putting people into contact with others not like themselves. Others
suggest that diversity leads to lower trust. Alesina and Putnam argue that racial diversity and
fractionalization leads to lower levels of trust -- because minorities are less trusting. The more
diverse a society is, the more minorities it obviously has. Knack and Keefer (1997) argue that
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societies with a more heterogenous population have lower levels of trust.
The negative relationship between diversity and trust stems from the "racial threat"
argument made in the 1940s by V.O. Key, Jr. (1949). Key argued when the share of minorities is
high in the American South, increased levels of racial discord rather than greater tolerance, will
follow. Key’s argument has been confirmed by more recent work on voting for racist candidate
David Duke in Louisiana in the 1990s; see Giles and Buckner, 1993).

The racial threat

argument has shaped, directly or indirectly, the claims of social identity theorists who claim that
out-group trust is the exception, while in-group trust is the norm (Forbes, 1997, 35). Alesina
and LaFerrara (2000, 850), two economists who rely upon this claim from social identity theory,
argue:
...individuals prefer to interact with others who are similar to themselves in terms
of income, race, or ethnicity...diffuse preferences for homogeneity may decrease
total participation in a mixed group if fragmentation increases. However,
individuals may prefer to sort into homogenous groups.
Consistent with Key, they find that people living in ethnically and racially diverse communities
are less likely to participate in voluntary associations in the United States–especially those
organizations in which face-to-face contact is most likely such as churches and youth groups.
Diversity, they argue, breeds aversion to interaction with people of different backgrounds and
people who are most averse to contact with out-groups participate the least: “...individuals who
choose to participate less in racially mixed communities are those who most vocally oppose
racial mixing” (Alesina and LaFerrara, 2000, 891). People living in ethnically heterogenous
communities are also less likely to trust other people (Alesina and LaFerrara, 2002) in the United
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States, though not in Australia–where it is linguistic diversity that drives down trust (Leigh,
2006). These findings are part of a more general syndrome of negative effects for diversity that
Alesina and his colleagues have reported in cross-national analyses (Alesina et al., 2003; Alesina
and LaFerrara, 2004).
Trust and Diversity: The Evidence
How strong is the evidence on trust and diversity–and does diversity drive down trust?
The standard way of measuring diversity is a fractionalization (or Herfindahl) index, which is a
measure of the probability that two randomly selected individuals will share the same
demographic trait. The earliest and most widely used measure is the Easterly-Levine (1997)
measure of ethnic and linguistic fractionalization based upon data from the 1960s. Alesina et al.
(2003) and Fearon (2003) have updated and refined the original Easterly-Levine measures and
offered different formulations of how to conceptualize and measure diversity. All of the
measures of ethnic and linguistic diversity are largely variations on the same theme and they are
all highly correlated with each other. The religion indicators are only modestly correlated with
ethnic and linguistic fractionalization. Nevertheless, it is useful to compare how each might
relate to generalized trust–to see whether any specific form of diversity leads to more or less trust
than the others.
Garcia-Montalvo and Reynal-Querol argue that measures of fractionalization do not give
us a good idea of the real amount of conflict in a society. They argue (2005, 6 ): "…the
relationship between ethnic diversity and civil wars is not monotonic: there is less violence in
highly homogeneous and highly heterogeneous societies, and more conflicts in societies where a
large ethnic minority faces an ethnic majority. If this is so then an index of polarization should
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capture better the likelihood of conflicts, or the intensity of potential conflict, than an index of
fractionalization." Garcia-Montalvo and Reynal-Querol (2005) show that countries with high
levels of polarization are more likely to endure long civil wars. Not surprisingly, civil wars are
associated with lower trust (Uslaner, 2002, ch. 8)–so it seems that ethnic polarization should be
associated with lower levels of generalized trust–and likely even more so than would simple
diversity.
My measure of generalized trust comes from the the 1990 and 1995 waves (most recent
figure used). To increase the sample size, I imputed scores for generalized trust.5
Does diversity lead to less trust? I rely upon simple scattergrams and report multivariate
analyses. The relationships between trust and each of the measures of diversity are relatively
weak that there is no need to dwell on more sophisticated analyses. Perhaps diversity may lead
to other undesirable outcomes, such as corruption, but I have also failed to find a positive
relationship between ethnic diversity and corruption in a simultaneous-equation model; indeed,
this more elaborate test shows a negative relationship between ethnic diversity and
corruption–precisely the opposite of what these theorists suggest (Uslaner, 2005).
I present the scattergrams for the fractionalization and diversity measures in Figures 1-8
below. Most of them show a slightly negative tilt (more diversity leads to less trust), but none of
the measures has much predictive success. The r2 values range from a maximum of .102 for the
new Alesina measure of ethnic fractionalization to .006 for Fearon’s measure of cultural
diversity. The simple story is that no measure of diversity–not the ethnic, linguistic, or religious
fractionalization indices of Alesina et al., the original Easterly-Levine ethno-linguistic
fractionalization, or the newer indices of Fearon (ethnic fractionalization based upon new data,
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ethnic fractionalization using the Soviet Atlas data from Easterly and Levine, the cultural
diversity index, or the share of the largest ethnic group)–has a strong connection to generalized
trust. To be sure, in simple bivariate regressions, two of the measures do have significant
negative regression coefficients at p < .05 or better: the Alesina et al. measure of
fractionalization, and the original Easterly-Levine indicator; Fearon’s measure of the size of the
largest group has what seems to be a significant coefficient but it is in the wrong direction! The
remaining indicators are not even significant in bivariate regressions.
___________________
Figures 1-8 about here
Alesina et al. (2003, 175) admit that their fractionalization measures are no longer
significant predictors of corruption, infant mortality, illiteracy, or government transfer payments
once latitude and gross domestic product are included in the model. If the models fail to show
significant effects of diversity on these outcomes, we might expect the same to hold for trust. I
reestimated the cross-national models of trust in Uslaner (2002, ch. 8),6 and each measure of
diversity falls to insignificance as well.
There is simply no evidence across countries that diversity per se leads to less trust.
Religious fractionalization is only weakly related to ethnic and linguistic diversity. Religious
fundamentalists are significantly less trusting than adherents of mainstream religions (Uslaner,
2002, ch. 4) and religious conflict is at the heart of many inter-state and intra-state wars. So we
might expect that religious diversity would be more strongly (negatively) related to generalized
trust–but again, we see only a weak relationship. The scattergrams for each of these measures do
not suggest any non-linearities–instead, diversity seems to be uncorrelated with trust.
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What about polarization? The logic between high levels of polarization and low levels of
trust seem more compelling, especially since Garcia-Montalvo and Reynal-Querol (2005) show a
strong relationship between polarization and civil wars (which are strongly related to low trust,
see n. 6). In Figure 9 we see that ethnic fractionalization (as measured by Alesina et al.) and
polarization are not the same. The relationship is not monotonic and many countries that rank
high on fractionalization do not score so highly on polarization. The simple correlation between
ethnic fractionalization and ethnic polarization is only .630. Not surprisingly, lowess plots of
ethnic and religious polarization and trust (Figures 10 and 11) show somewhat stronger
relationships than we find for the various diversity measures. Still, the r2 values are not terribly
high–at .119 for ethnic polarization and .110 for religious polarization. Countries with high
levels of ethnic polarization are about as likely to have trusting citizens as those with the lowest
levels. While the polarization coefficients in bivariate regressions are significant (with higher t
ratios than for any of the diversity measures), they fall to insignificance in the multivariate
models once more.

Polarization is only marginally more powerful in predicting trust than is

fractionalization (see Table 1), despite expectations that it would have far more powerful effects.
_________________________
Figures 9-12, Table 1 about here
To make my case stronger, I examine the impact of ethnic heterogeneity on trust in
another context: across the American states. Richard F. Winters has derived a measure of ethnic
heterogeneity across the states in the 1990s using a Herfindahl index. Rodney Hero has
estimated the share of each state’s minority population for the 1990s. 7 I estimated state-level
shares of trusting people from a variety of national surveys conducted from the 1970s through the
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1990s;8 the 1990 data provide trust estimates for 44 states. In Figure 12, I show that ethnic
heterogeneity does not predict trust any better in the American states (r2 = .007) than it does
cross-nationally–indeed, the coefficient (though insignificant) is slightly positive. Minority
populations are much less trusting than majorities–especially in the United States where
minorities have faced considerable discrimination (Uslaner, 2002, 35-36), so it makes sense to
expect that states with large shares of minority residents would, on average, be less trusting–and
this is confirmed in Figure 13, yet even here the relationship is modest (r2 = .173). Ethnic
homogeneity and the share of the minority population are, of course, related (r2 = .510, see Figure
14), though hardly identical. Yet even the share of the minority population falls to insignificance
in predicting trust when economic inequality–the strongest determinant of trust over time in the
United States, across the American states, and cross-nationally (Uslaner, 2002, chs. 6, 8; Uslaner
and Brown, 2005) enters the equation.
____________________
Figures 12-14 about here
The tests for the effects of diversity on trust do not simply reflect the peculiarities of one
sample (even though it is large and comprehensive). There seems to be no compelling reason to
believe that population diversity per se leads to lower levels of trust. Population diversity per se
does not imply anything about the frequency of contact between members of different ethnic
groups. Of course, ethnic homogeneity must be associated with low inter-group contact since
there will be little opportunity to meet members of minority groups when their numbers are so
few. But high population diversity hardly guarantees intergroup contact. The notion of racial
threat that Key portrayed is one of high diversity (cf. Forbes, 1997, 19, 58), but little contact
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between the majority and the minority. Racial threat implies that diversity ought to be
negatively related to trust, but social capital theory would lead us to expect quite the opposite:
More contact leads to more trust. The available evidence so far does not give us any measure of
contact, so perhaps we can get a better understanding on how diversity shapes trust by examining
contact directly.
Does Contact Matter?
The best available measures of contact come from Robert Putnam’s Social Capital
Benchmark Survey in the United States in 2000.9 This survey has data on both trust and
friendship patterns across races. Are people who have friends of a different race more likely to
trust others? The Social Capital Benchmark Survey asked a variety of trust questions:
generalized trust, trust of one’s own ethnic group, and trust in various ethnic groups relative to
one’s own group. It also asked about friendship patterns–having friends who are black, Hispanic,
Asian, or white, as well as the total number of friendship patterns across groups. Each
friendship pattern is based upon out-group friendships only (so having a white friend only
includes non-white respondents). I present the zero-order correlations in Table 2. The
correlations are once again very modest–the highest correlation for generalized trust is for nonwhites having a white friend ( r = .122), and even this relationship is very small. There is no
evidence that people who trust their own group highly are less likely to have friends from a
different background.
Having a friend of a different group has no effect on how much one trusts AfricanAmericans or whites, and only modest effects on trusting Latinos or Asians. Having a Latino
friend makes you slightly more likely to trust Hispanics relative to one’s own group ( r = .120)
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and having an Asian friend makes people slightly more likely to trust Asians ( r = .133). Yet
even these relations are modest and there is no evidence that having a friend of an opposite race
makes a person more trusting in general.
_______________
Table 2 about here
These results may seem initially puzzling, but they are readily explicable. They are quite
consistent with Forbes’s (1997, 111) summary of similar studies–modest correlations, mostly
positive but some of the wrong sign and no clear pattern. Simple contact is not enough to lead to
more trust. The “transmission belt” theory of trust is too simplistic. It ignores both context and
the nature of contacts. Marschall and Stolle (2004) argue that contact will only increase trust if it
occurs in a diverse community. Pettigrew (1998, 66) argues that a simple “transmission belt”
model ignores the more complex argument on contact originated by Gordon W. Allport: Contact
alone, he held, is not sufficient; contact must be accompanied by “equal group status within the
situation, common goals; intergroup cooperation; and the support of authorities, law, or custom.”
These are rather demanding conditions for contact. Simply knowing someone of a different
background, even having them as a casual friend, is not sufficient to shape more fundamental
beliefs such as trust (or tolerance).
The Social Capital Benchmark Survey does not take into account the demographic makeup of a community, nor does it establish anything about the nature of friendship patterns–whether
they are based upon equal status or common goals or are widely accepted by others. Even the
question of friendship may not be clear: Forbes (1997, 19) argues that contact must involve
“intimate” knowledge of the other person, whereas the Social Capital Benchmark Survey does
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not permit us to determine how deep (or shallow) each friendship is.
The contact hypothesis, Forbes (1997, 58-59) is more likely to be applicable to children
rather than to adults, since “[c]hildren have minds that are almost blank slates, lacking historical
lore or knowledge. Their thinking, unlike that of adults, is not tangled up with complicated
ethnic mythologies.... children do not meet as superiors or inferiors, in relations of authority and
subordination...”. My own results are consistent with Forbes’s speculation: I found that having a
friend of an opposite race was far more likely to shape the trust of young people than adults
(Uslaner, 2002, 171). Trust, I argue, is a value shaped early in life; it does not change readily and
is not affected by most types of experience, either positive or negative (Uslaner, 2002, ch. 5). So
if contact does matter, it should be important when trust is still be formed–in young people. By
the time a person reaches adulthood, his/her orientation towards trust is less likely to change. So
even a deep friendship with a person of a different group may lead a mistruster to argue that her
friend is simply “different from the others.”
Beyond the Transmission Belt
Forbes and Pettigrew extend their critique of the transmission belt variants of contact
theory even farther. You can’t argue directly from contact to trust, even if Allport’s other rather
stringent contingents are met. Contact is not random. Trusting or tolerant people are more likely
to choose friends of a different group and mistrusters will shy away from such contact (Forbes,
1997, 111-112; Pettigrew, 1998, 77). So the relationship between contact and trust is far from
simple–or direct. There is clearly a selection bias in choosing friends–so the causal direction of
contact leading to trust may be unclear.
Is the search for the effects of diversity on trust pointless? No, but we need a clear vision
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of how we think diversity may shape trust. Forbes (1997, 167) argues:
If the groups in question differ in language or culture, increasing contact between
the groups will mean increasing competition between incompatible ways of life.
Friendship with outsiders will generally mean defection from the beliefs and
practices of the in-group...
Yet, the group members must have some non-negligible probability of interacting. Forbes (1997,
144) holds that “[t]he more frequent and the more intimate the contacts among individuals
belonging to different tribes or nations, the more these groups come to resemble each other
culturally or linguistically... Different languages, religions, customs, laws, and moralities–in
short, different cultures–impede economic integration, with all its benefits.” He adds (Forbes,
1997, 150): “Isolation and subordination, not gore and destruction, seem to be the main themes in
linguistic conflict.”
Forbes’s argument suggests why the simple measures of diversity show such weak
relationships with generalized trust. These indices are too insensitive to the distribution of
groups within a country. Contact will yield positive results only if the size of each group is large
enough to provide both regular and sustained contact. If minorities are well integrated into a
society and live among the majority, such contact is possible (though hardly guaranteed). If
minorities are isolated within their own ethnic enclaves, then the contact that might lead to
greater trust (among children or adults) will be impossible. When a minority group is segregated
within a society, the opportunities for contact with members of the majority are limited—and
hence building of generalized trust becomes more difficult. Concentrated minorities are more
likely to develop a strong identity that supercedes a national sense of identification—and to
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build local institutions and political bodies that enhance this sense of separateness. Geographical
isolation may breed in-group identity at the expense of the larger society. Geographic separation
may also lead to greater political organization by minority groups, which can establish their own
power bases as their share of the citizenry grows.
The level of residential segregation in a state is the one aspect of diversity that does drive
down generalized trust:. Using data from the Minorities at Risk (MAR) project of the Center for
International Development and Conflict Management at University of Maryland, I estimated the
geographical isolation of major minority groups within a wide range of countries.10 The MAR
project created a trichotomous index for each major minority group in a country and I aggregated
the scores across countries. This is an approximation, to be sure, but it is the best available
measure of geographical separation. Countries where minorities are most geographically isolated
have the lowest levels of generalized trust, a relationship that is considerably strengthened when I
eliminate countries with a legacy of Communism (see Figures 15-16).11 The r2 values for the
two figures are .182 and .342, respectively. The negative relationship between residential
segregation and generalized trust remains significant in a multivariate analysis.
The reason why the ethnic segregation measure may shape trust more than the other
indicators of fractionalization or diversity might lie in the fact that there is at least a moderate
relationship between ethnic segregation and inequality—and inequality is the strongest
determinant of generalized trust. High inequality, according to Allport and his followers, makes
contact ineffective in producing trust.
Countries with more diverse populations are marked by greater economic inequality. Yet,
there is little support for the argument that residential segregation is more likely to be associated
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with greater economic inequality than are other measures of diversity. Of the various measures
of population diversity, the group concentration measure has one of the lower correlations with
economic inequality.12 The simple correlation is .388, compared to .465 for Alesina’s ethnic
fractionalization, .456 for Fearon’s ethnic fractionalization measure, .507 for Fearon’s measure
of the population share of the largest group, and .434 for the Easterly-Levine index of
fractionalization. Most measures of population diversity are related to economic inequality.
Countries with a large share of minorities have less equal distributions of wealth, regardless of
whether the minorities are isolated or live alongside majority groups.
There is one key area in which the group concentration measure of ethnic
fractionalization is distinctive: Nations with high levels of group concentration are more likely to
have a weak rule of law and greater corruption. Corruption thrives when in-group trust is strong
and out-group trust is weak (Gambetta, 1993, Uslaner, 2005). Ethnic group leaders may play on
fears of outsiders to justify their own corruption—and this will lead to clientelistic politics and
will in turn lower generalized trust. In contrast, where residential segregation is minimal,
minority groups will be better integrated into the larger society and less subject to the will–or
whims–of clientelistic leaders. High degrees of integration will promote generalized trust, which
in turn will lead to less corruption (Uslaner, 2005).
For the Transparency International 2004 Corruption Perceptions Index, representative
correlations are: group concentration: -.485 (N = 74); Alesina ethnic fractionalization: -.386 (N
= 91); and Fearon ethnic fractionalization: -.372 (N = 88). For legal and property rights,13
representative correlations are: group concentration: -.568 (N = 65); Alesina ethnic
fractionalization: -.420 (N = 81); and Fearon ethnic fractionalization: -.376 (N = 78).
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Residential segregation more than simple diversity increases corruption and leads to a lower
regard for property rights.
Ethnic diversity by itself does not reduce trust. But when groups are segregated within a
country, there are fewer opportunities for members of different ethnicities, religions or language
groups to interact with each other. Minority groups that live apart from the majority will develop
high in-group trust and, especially since they will be of lower economic status, will be likely to
express their grievances in the form of nationalistic sentiments that are anathema to generalized
trust. And, critically, these groups will develop strong leaders who emphasize nationalism–while
at the same time exploiting their own constituents through clientelistic politics. Such corruption
both feeds on high in-group trust and low out-group trust–and reinforces low generalized trust.
Diversity, then, may drive down trust if it is based upon unequal relationships and ethnic
segregation. Yet, meeting as equals in a more integrated environment, can also produce greater
trust. We seem to have fewer instances of this positive aspect of diversity, largely because
heterogeneity is generally associated with inequality of both wealth and power.
Generalized trust is the exception rather than the rule, as social identity theorists have
argued. Creating trust is not easy, especially when there is little opportunity for contact among the
most numerous groups in a society. Isolation breeds in-group trust–and it is often accompanied
by high levels of economic inequality. Low in-group trust perpetuates itself through ethnic
political appeals and corrupt leaders. When out-group trust is low, people feel little remorse in
cheating out-group members. The two groups do not have a shared fate and, indeed, members of
the minority are likely to see the majority as exploiting them. No wonder generalized trust is
uncommon and no wonder that few societies move from mistrusting to trusting. The conditions
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under which diversity breeds more trust, rather than less trust, seem to be difficult to achieve in
most societies. We don’t often have diverse friendships that are based upon equality and deep
understanding and empathy across ethnic lines–and residential segregation makes such friendships
almost impossible. Diversity does not inevitably drive down trust, but it may be more likely to
lead to less rather than more faith in strangers.
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Table 1
Fractionalization and Polarization: Do Either Shape Trust?

Fractionalization

Polarization

Ethnic

.113

.119

Religious

.064

.110

Entries are r2 values for the Alesina measures of fractionalization and the GarciaMontalvo/Reynal-Querol (N = 66) and the imputed measure of generalized trust.
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TABLE 2

Dependent Variable/Independent Variable

tau-b / tau-c

Generalized trust
Have black friend

.015

Have Hispanic friend

.037

Have Asian friend

.

.072

Have white friend

.122

Number friends different background

.046

Trust own ethnic group
Have black friend

-.022

Have Hispanic friend

-.017

Have Asian friend

.045

Have white friend

.044

Number friends different background

.008

Trust blacks relative to own group
Have black friend

.094

Have Hispanic friend

.042

Have Asian friend

.054

Trust whites relative to own group
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Have Hispanic friend

.085

Have Asian friend

.066

Have white friend

.073

Number friends different background

.087

Trust Asians relative to own group
Have black friend

.111

Have Hispanic friend

.077

Have Asian friend

.133

Have white friend

.102

Number friends different background

.138

Trust Hispanics relative to own group
Have black friend

.112

Have Hispanic friend

.120

Have Asian friend

.105

Have white friend

.044

Number friends different background

.113

Each of the measures of friendship refer to friends outside one’s own ethnic/racial group.
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NOTES

1.

A more formal statement would be:

As I note below, it is foolish to trust all of the people all of the time. Moralistic trust
doesn’t demand that. But it does presume that we trust most people under most
circumstances (where most is widely defined).
2.

I am indebted to Jane Mansbridge for emphasizing this distinction.

3.

See Uslaner (2002, 220, n. 1) for a discussion of why the Chinese results in this and other
waves should be discounted.

4.

In addition to the Nordic countries, the fourth wave had majority trusters in the
Netherlands, China, Iran, and Indonesia. The latter three countries seem questionable to
me and others and the entire fourth wave of the World Values Survey has many unusual
results.

5.

The variables used to impute trust are: gross national product per capital; the value of
imports of goods and services; legislative effectiveness; head of state type; tenure of
executive (all from the State Failure Data Set); distance from the equator (from Jong-sung
You of Harvard University); and openness of the economy (from Sachs and Warner,
1997; data available at http://www.cid.harvard.edu/ciddata/ciddata.html ). The R2 = .657,
standard error of the estimate = .087, N = 63.

6.

The other predictors are the Gini index of inequality from Deininger and Squires (1996),
whether a country had a civil war, and the Protestant share of a country’s population.
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Here I add whether a country is either Communist or transition. All of these coefficients
are significant predictors of trust in all models.
7.

I am grateful to Winters and Hero for sharing their data.

8.

I used the following surveys for generating the trust estimates: the General Social Survey
(GSS; 1972, 1973, 1975, 1976, 1978, 1980, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990,
1991, 1993, 1994, 1996, and 1998), American National Election Study (1972, 1974,
1976, 1992, 1996, and 1998), The Washington Post Trust in Government survey (1995),
the Pew Civic Engagement survey (1997), the New York Times Millennium survey
(1999), and the 1971 Quality of Life survey of the Survey Research Center, We are
grateful to Robert Putnam and John Robinson for making the state codes for the GSS
available to us. The handful of aberrant cases stemmed from easily identifiable outliers,
such as a state in which almost all or almost none of the respondents believed that “the
government is run by a few big interests.” These cases, few in number, were clearly
identifiable when looking at the distributions of the data and were the result of small and
unrepresentative samples. M. Mitchell Brown and Fengshi Wu helped put the data set
together under a grant from the Russell Sage Foundation. For more details, see Uslaner
and Brown (2005).

9.

The data set is available from the Roper Center at the University of Connecticut at
http://roperweb.ropercenter.uconn.edu/SocCapReg/sccreg.html . I use only the national
survey data here.

10.

The data are available for download at http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/inscr/mar/data.htm,
accessed May 10, 2004.
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11.

The logic behind eliminating countries with a legacy of Communism is that these
countries have much lower levels of trust that cannot be accounted for by factors used in
other models. See Uslaner (2002, ch. 8) for a more detailed discussion.

12.

The measure of economic inequality used is from James Galbraith’s data base for 1994
(which has the greatest number of cases). The Galbraith data are available at
http://utip.gov.utexas.edu/data.html,

13.

From http://www.freetheworld.com .
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